The American Academy of Audiology is pleased to introduce AT Extra, an exciting new format for providing you with news and information. Published six times a year, the AT Extra e-newsletter will "fill in the gaps" between issues of Audiology Today in a more cost effective and timely manner. To get more information on any of the topics below, just click on the underlined heading. In addition to general Academy information provided in AT Extra, we also have plans to publish e-newsletters covering Convention News, the PAC and a Health Policy Update. Each specialty edition will be distributed on an as needed basis. All members will receive the first issue of each of these newsletters, but you can easily unsubscribe to any newsletter that you don't wish to receive and continue to receive the ones that are more in line with your specific interests.

We hope you enjoy this inaugural issue of AT Extra and find it a useful tool for staying current with Academy projects, issues and concerns. We look forward to your feedback and welcome any suggestions for improvement as we continue to look for ways to better serve your needs.

Laura Fleming Doyle, CAE
Executive Director

LOOK FOR SOMETHING BLUE IN YOUR MAILBOX
The Journal of the American Academy of Audiology celebrates 15 big years of cutting-edge audiology research with expanded content and a fresh new look. Coming soon: JAA articles available online.

MAKE YOUR PRACTICE MORE VISIBLE with a direct link from your Find An Audiologist listing to your practice's web site. A direct web link will make it easier for patients and colleagues to learn more about you and your practice.

The Academy's progress with direct access legislation is unstoppable! HR 2821 has 34 cosponsors from the House and S 1647 has 4 from the Senate. Everything you need to encourage your Members of Congress to support this important legislation - sample letters, fact sheets, background information – IS AVAILABLE ONLINE.
The "just-in-time" RESEARCH POSTER ABSTRACTS CAN NOW BE VIEWED ONLINE. They'll also be included in your Final Program, which you can pick up when you arrive at Convention 2004 in Salt Lake City. Also, be sure to ORDER YOUR LIMITED EDITION LOGO HATS AND TEES.

THE FOUNDATION HAS PLANNED LOTS OF FUN ACTIVITIES FOR CONVENTION 2004. Make plans to attend Marion Downs 90th Birthday gala or try your hand at the Place the Face Contest. You could be a winner!

COMING UP IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF AUDIOLOGY TODAY
Breaking "Bad News" Guidelines for Audiologists: Informing Parents of their Child's Hearing Loss and Audiology Information Counseling -- What Do Patients Remember?
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